FREIGHT HUB

THE ULTIMATE ASSET-BASED 3PL PROVIDER

FULL SCOPE. FULL SERVICE. FULL SPEED AHEAD.

1.888.219.4544 | 8005 NW 80 STREET, UNIT #1, MIAMI FL 33166
WHO WE ARE

ACCOUNT(ABILITY) FOR ALL IN 3PL INDUSTRY

THE NURTURING SOUTH FLORIDA AREA HAS ALLOWED US TO FULLY REALIZE & DEVELOP OUR BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY— TO EXCEED THE CUSTOMER'S EXPECTATIONS AT ALL TIMES AND HANDLE THEIR TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS FROM THE MOMENT OF PICK-UP UNTIL DELIVERY, 24/7/365. SINCE OUR INCEPTION, THE ORGANIZATION'S CAPABILITIES TO CONTINUE TO GROW WITH SCALE, FURTHER PASSING UNIQUE ROI-FOCUSED SERVICES TO THE 3PL INDUSTRY.

THROUGH STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS AND TECH-ENABLED ASSETS, FREIGHTHUB POWERS SPECIALIZED ORGANIZATIONS TO COMPLETE THE ENTIRE 3PL CHAIN. FROM A REGIONAL LOCATION OF MIAMI, FLORIDA, FREIGHTHUB TAPS INTO MULTIPLE SITES THROUGHOUT THE U.S. TO PROVIDE THE BEST ROI ON YOUR 3PL NEED(S).
(RANKED) LAE TEAM STRUCTURE

OUR EMPLOYEES

Each logistics account executive is responsible for managing and overseeing the freight movement process the tendering of the load through delivery.

24/7 Staff Availability

* Scale based on business needs with no extra cost to the customer

Smart(ER) Communication is everything
WHAT WE DO

WE ARE THE COMPANY YOU COUNT ON TO FIND THE BEST OPTIONS FOR YOUR FREIGHT- DAY OR NIGHT.

OUR INDEPENDENTLY CERTIFIED STAFF ARE ABLE TO ADAPT QUICKLY AND EFFECTIVELY, ALLOWING FOR YOUR CARGO TO MOVE WITH A ROI FOCUS. BY TRAINING AND ORIENTING STAFF TO MEET SPECIFIC POINTS ALONG THE 3PL CHAIN, THEY ARE ABLE TO PROVIDE REAL-TIME INSIGHTS AND SERVICES FOR:

- CONTAINER DRAYAGE
- LESS THAN TRUCKLOAD (LTL)
- HAZMAT SHIPPING & COMPLIANCE
- 3PL WAREHOUSE & PUBLIC STORAGE
- NATIONWIDE FULL TRUCKLOAD (FTL)

WE HAVE EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE HANDLING BOTH HIGH VOLUME AND NICHE SHIPPING NEEDS.
Ethical and professional behavior is the bedrock of our company. We treat all of our customers equally and politely; the demands of the industry do not dictate the professional relationships we create.

Flexible team structure

Each member of our team is cross-trained with a specific focus safety and responsiveness. Empowering them with technology for faster and easier workflows and providing annual training seminars. With dedicated departments, employees undergo training related to their unique operational needs as well as general practices, ensuing our clients have a consistent a-rated experience across the board.

75% of employees are 3PL account executives

850+ hours of dedicated 3PL training
WHERE WE ARE

CORE HEADQUARTERS

THE NURTURING SOUTH FLORIDA AREA HAS ALLOWED OUR CAPABILITIES TO GROW WITH SCALE, FURTHER PASSING UNIQUE ROI-FOCUSED SERVICES TO THE 3PL INDUSTRY.

FROM A REGIONAL LOCATION OF MIAMI, FLORIDA, FREIGHT HUB TAPS INTO MULTIPLE SITES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES. WITH UNIQUE STAFF TRAINED FOR THE UNIQUE ASPECTS OF THE 3PL CHAIN-

WHSE HUB, DRAY HUB, HAZMAT HUB, FTL HUB & LTL HUB,
EM(POWERING) CUSTOMERS & EMPLOYEES WITH TECH-ENABLED TRANSPARENCY ACROSS THE 3PL INDUSTRY

REAL-TIME QUOTE > GOFREIGHTHUB.IO
CARRIER QUALIFICATION

QUALITY CONTROL ACROSS ALL 3PL SERVICES

START CARRIER PARTNERSHIP

REVIEW SIGNED CARRIER PACKET

CHECK AUTHORITY & LICENSE CRED.’S

CHECK DOT

CHECK TIA

VERIFY INSURANCE

APPROVAL & ON-GOING MAINTENANCE

CARRIER INDEX SCORE

THE CARRIER INDEX (CI) SCORE IS A CARRIER PERFORMANCE METRIC THAT AGGREGATES AND WEIGHS SIX KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS INTO A SINGLE NUMERIC SCORE.

CARRIER CI SCORES RANGE FROM 0 - 100 AND THE SYSTEM SERVES AS A CORE CARRIER SELECTION & RISK MGMT TOOL.

HOW IS IT CALCULATED?

- TIME SENSITIVE/ON-TIME COMPONENT
- FALLOUT COMPONENT
- CLAIMS COMPONENT
- FLEET SIZE COMPONENT
- YEARS IN BUSINESS COMPONENT
- FREQUENCY OF USE COMPONENT
Move more freight, reduce risk, streamline operations and increase profits. The RIMIS suite of products for transportation brokers and the transportation industry allows users to on-board carriers faster, easily manage the compliance of thousands of carriers, get help with the administrative burden of dealing with carriers, insurance agents, documents and more.

**CARRIER/DASHBOARD**

- Available loads
- Submit manual or automated check calls
- View payment information
- Capture and send documents
- Available to customer(s) with a fleet of their own to coordinate backhauls & reduce costs.
- One source for multi-functionality
- Ease-of-use & hassle-free
- Responsive & fast

**TruckHub**

Freighthub brings innovative software to the industry to help bring transparency to container drayage, less than truckload and nationwide transportation. Cloud and dedicated mobile applications allow for dispatchers, drivers and shippers to easily locate, track and analyze their 3PL data. Learn more about Truckhub at mytruckhub.com.

**EDI**

- The power to automatically streamline load tendering and invoicing
- Increase speed of transactions & requests
- Decreasing odds of human data entry error, ie fatigue
- The reliability and speed of digital interfacing

**CARRIER RATE 2.0**

Carrier Rate 2.0 supports how a shipper works day-to-day. Encounter a system that conforms to your specific duties and responsibilities. Exclusive features like real-time reporting, 30 day trailing spend, audit exceptions, cost/pound, cost/mile, and carrier ranking allow for unique insights. To learn more about our technology, call us today. One of our tech-enabled staff members will assist.
Proof of Business Model

Customer Testimonials

“I have an amazing account rep who always takes the time to answer my calls or emails. Thanks for the great service.”
– FreightHub Customer Survey

“When I started here a couple of years ago we were using [a competitor] for a large portion of our shipping. They were not reliable and when there was an issue I would have to talk to up to four people to get an answer. When we switched to FreightHub it was night and day. Your account reps are on top of things. I am looking forward to the busy season and feel a lot less stressed knowing that FreightHub will be a part of it.”
– FreightHub Customer Email

Carrier Testimonials

“Since we started this business, we have been able to count on FreightHub for access to freight in all areas of the country, at a fair rate. Payment has been prompt and communication excellent.”

“I have worked with FreightHub a lot and I can’t remember one time that I have been put off, snubbed or talked down to by anyone at any time. FreightHub employs friendly staff who help me along the entire 3PL process/chain!”

“FreightHub continues to be a competitively paying brokerage firm, usually with full professional attention toward the specs and logistics for each load hauled. We generally enjoy a good relationship with FreightHub’s brokers and are thankful.”
(CONTI.) DATA-DRIVEN RESULTS

Day or night, our team can meet your on-demand cargo and through the use of responsive, independent technology, the metrics confirm their efforts. By tapping into TruckHub, container drayage, less than truckload (LTL and last mile) deliveries are tracked, confirming the extra hours our detail-oriented staff take to ensure each item is ready and safe to move along the 3PL network.

TruckHub provides transparency for users, shippers, and dispatchers, allowing for accountability & data driven analytics. Power your team with knowledge for granular steps within the 3PL industry- transportation, warehousing, hazmat and value-added services.
CERTIFIED
3PL NETWORK

STRATEGIC 3PL PARTNERS & ORGANIZATIONS

BLUE BOOK

4 LICENCIES: MC, DOT, & TSA APPROVED
UIC SCAC CODE & FMCSA
VALIDATED

DUN & BRADSTREET
5A2
DUNS # 79-145-9410

Florida Trucking Association
Member IWLA
MEMBER SCRA
SmartWay Transport Partnership
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
DGAC
ACCREDITED BUSINESS
TIA CTB
IHM
COSTHA
IANA
Transportation Association of Canada
Institute of Nuclear Material Management
Freight Hub | Whse Hub | Dray Hub | Hazmat Hub | FTL Hub | LTL Hub
LET'S TALK

EMAIL
INFO@GOFREIGHTHUB.COM

TELEPHONE
1.888.219.4544

ADDRESS
8005 NW 80TH STREET,
UNIT #1
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33166